North Shore Hockey League Spring 2021 Rink Rules

EVANSTON (ROBERT CROWN)
See PDF
We are a Mask in building and while you play facility.
Also we need team rosters at least 48 hours in advance for table check in. That roster should be sent to
me and I will forward to the rink.

EXPRESS (OAKTON)
-masks required at all times in the facility.
-locker rooms for players/coaches only no more than 30min prior to game. No showers will be available.
-one spectator allowed per player, can enter at game time and leave immediately after. No congregating
in the lobby or arena.

FALCONS (CENTENNIAL HIGHLAND PARK)
See PDF

GLENVIEW (GLENVIEW ICE CENTER)
No locker rooms available, one spectator allowed. If a kid wears a bubble mask No face covering
needed while playing. If wearing a cage, face covering needed while playing

ICE DOGS (GLACIER)
Glacier Ice Arena “Rules”
1.

Masks required while inside Glacier.

2.

Masks NOT required on ice

3.

NO Spectator limits

4.

We ask that people leave after game and do not congregate in lobby after.

5.

Most of all use “Common Sense”

6.

ENJOY your child's game!

KENOSHA KOMETS (KENOSHA ICE ARENA)
Face coverings are required for everyone, players included, at all times while in the building and on the
ice. No food or drink is allowed in the building for spectators. Players must bring their own water
bottles.
Building access will be limited in the following manner:
Players, coaches, and team manager will be allowed into the building thirty minutes prior to the
scheduled ice time. To keep players from both teams separate as much as possible, the away team
should enter the front doors of the arena and will enter one of the new, temporary locker rooms in the
lobby - the assignment will be on the TV screen as you enter. Teams should remain in their locker room
until it is time for on ice warm ups. Teams should be out of the building 20 minutes after their final
game buzzer for locker room cleaning.
Spectators will only be allowed into the building after their team has begun on ice warm up and should
report directly to the grandstand. Team managers should alert their team outside the building that it is
time to enter. There should be no one from the preceding game left in the building when the spectators
enter.
Spectators should sit together with their family unit, ideally with no more than 3 spectators per player,
leaving a minimum of six feet to the next group. Face coverings are required at all times in the
grandstand.
Lobby restrooms will be available, however no loitering in the lobby.
No congregating in the parking lot after games. The goal is to keep groups at a minimum.

NORTHBROOK (NORTHBROOK SPORTS CENTER)
One spectator allowed
If a kid wears a bubble mask No face covering needed while playing. If wearing a cage, face covering
needed while playing
B rink games - Home team dresses in B locker room area. Visitors dress in B lobby.
A rink games - Visitors dress in A lobby from Locker room 7 and 8 to north end doors. Home team
dresses from Trophy cabinet to locker room 7 and 8
Chairs are provided. Please keep the chairs and players socially distanced.

PLEASANT PRAIRIE & VIPERS (PLEASANT PRAIRIE REC PLEX)
- 2 spectators per player
- wear a mask inside the facility (except on the ice)

RENEGADES (WEST MEADOWS AND NELSON SPORTS COMPLEX)
Players can enter 20 minutes before ice time
1 parent per skater allowed in at game time
Masks at all times when in the rink
Masks are recommended on the ice but not required
Coaches must have a mask on at all times
Teams must leave no more than 10 minutes after game ends
Parents must leave at end of game, no loitering in lobby
All spectators must be seated in bleachers
No food or drinks allowed in building
Locker rooms are available to be used

SKOKIE (SKOKIE SKATIUM)
See PDF

TWIN RINKS SHARKS (TWIN RINKS ICE ARENA)
-

1 parent per skater
Please arrive no earlier than 15 minutes before your ice slot
Please leave ASAP after your game
Masks are required in the building - including on the ice.

These guidelines can change as the CDC recommendations change.
Our concession stand is closed.

WINNETKA (WINNETKA ICE ARENA AND NORTHSHORE ICE ARENA)
* Two spectators
* Enter 15 minutes prior
* Exit 10 minutes after
* Locker Rooms available: we are minimizing use.
* Follow directions for players/spectators at both rinks. As you know Winnetka is a small building so
important to stay in assigned areas.

* Masks: On everywhere and we would prefer on the ice as well: we have some teams that are very
conservative with this and others that are not.

